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ABSTRACT 
Authentication is the process to conform the truth of an attribute claimed by real entity. Biometric technology is widely 

useful for the process of authentication. Today, biometric is becoming a key aspect in a multitude of applications. So 

this paper proposed the applications of such a multimodal biometric authentication system. Proposed system 

establishes a real time authentication framework using multi-model biometrics which consists of the embedded system 

verify the signatures, fingerprint and key pattern to authenticate the user.  This is one of the most reliable, fast and 

cost effective tool for the user authentication. 
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     INTRODUCTION 
Authentication is the process of determining whether someone or something is, in fact, who or what it is declared to 

be. Authentication is relevant to multiple fields. In computer science, verifying a person's identity is often required to 

allow access to confidential data or systems. Now a day, biometric technologies are widely used for authentication 

purpose. Today, the security requirements of society have placed biometrics at the center of a large debate as it is 

becoming a key aspect in a multitude of applications [1]. There are many more other personal authentication 

techniques as well. Some of them uses the possession of the token (i.e ID cards) and some of them are knowledge 

based (i.e password, key-phase etc). But, the token based technique whose attributes can be stolen or lost whereas 

knowledge based approaches whose attributes can be forgotten, which become major drawback of such techniques. 

But the biometrics attributes, do not suffer from such disadvantages. Authentication factor covers the elements used 

to authenticate or verify a person's identity prior to being further process. 

 Knowledge factors: Something which is well known to user,  like a password, personal identification 

number (PIN), challenge response, Security question etc. 

 Ownership factors: Something the user has like wrist band, ID card, security token, cell phone with built-

in hardware token, software token, or cell phone holding a software token etc. 

 Inherence factors: Something the user does like fingerprint, retinal pattern, DNA sequence signature, face, 

voice etc. 

 

Proposed system is used Two-factor authentication process. Historically, fingerprints have been used as the most 

authoritative method of authentication. But now there are many more parameters was discovered for authentication. 

Here we used fingerprint, signature and key pattern verification to authorize user. Proposed biometric authentication 

system built up by knowledge factor (key pattern) and inherence factor (signature and fingerprint). On the other hand 

as per the biometrics is concern proposed system used both traits of biometrics physiological trait (fingerprint) and 

behavioral trait (signature). So, we say proposed system is a multi-model biometric system. Fig 1 represents the 

generic architecture of signature and fingerprint verification process [2]. This generic architecture acts as a basic 

platform for our proposed work. In general, signature and fingerprint verification process consists of two phase 

enrolment phase and evaluation phase. During the enrolment phase, each user provides several training Signatures 

and fingerprints, which are processed for extracting a set of distinguishing features that are stored into a database.  

Afterwards, during the evaluation phase, the user presents a new signature and fingerprint whose features are extracted 

and compared against those previously stored into the database during the enrolment phase. The result of this 

comparison produces a score or degree of similarity which is used to determine the authenticity of the user. 
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Fig 1. Generic architecture of signature and fingerprint verification process 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Fig. 2 shows the architecture adopted by proposed system. As shown in fig. 2 data acquisition process is performed 

by android mobile Phone and Finger Print Sensor R305.  Data acquisition is the process of collecting input data from 

input devices.  So, the signatures are collected using android mobile phone whereas, the finger prints are collected 

from the Finger Print Sensor R305. 

 
Fig. 2 Architecture of proposed system 

 

A. Working: 

Proposed biometric authentication framework worked on following stages: 

1. Data Acquisition: android mobile phone  and  Finger Print module  R305 are used for data acquisition process. 

2. Image preprocessing: In this stage segmentation of signature is carried out. Pre saving of segmentation of signature 

is done with the help of gesture builder library on android: In gesture builder library emulator save the gesture file. It 

provide extra layer of security. 

3. Feature Extraction: Feature extraction is the efficiency measure tool for the signature verification process.  In 

proposed system A Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) is used for signature and dynamic time wrapping (DTW) is for 

fingerprint. DTW minimize the effects of distortion and times shift between two signatures collected in different 

sessions. A Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) process consist of two processes, they are an underlying process and 

an observable process. So, HMM is called as a doubly stochastic process. For signature, the stroke, length and shape 
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feature is used for matching whereas for finger print, minutia is used for matching. Minutia is the unique feature of 

the ridges. 

4. Classification: In verification process, authentication of signature, fingerprint and key pattern are done. In these, 

the features of signature and finger print and key pattern which stored in dada based during enrolment stage are 

matched with test signature, fingerprint and key pattern. K nearest neighbors (KNN) classifier used for the 

classification stage. 

 

APPLICATION OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
One of our highest priorities in the world of information security is verification and conformation that a person 

accessing sensitive, confidential, or classified information is authorized to do so. Such access is usually accomplished 

by a person’s proving their identity by the use of some means or method of authentication. Simply, a person must be 

able to validate who they say they are before accessing information, and if the person is unable to do so, access will 

be denied. Generally speaking, a system can identify you as an authorized user in one of three ways: what you know, 

what you have, or what you are. And the last method is what we are - biometrics technology. 

 

Now a day, biometric technology can use for large number of applications. Specially security is very important for 

today’s society in such cases biometric authentication systems can help to make operations, transactions and everyday 

life both safer and more convenient. When biometrics technology is used for the purpose of verifying a user's identity, 

it is important to know that not everyone within an organization or department needs access to all information. While 

biometrics is considered the most reliable form of user authentication, we must remember that user authentication is 

complex, especially when applied to a network where one person may need to have access to various applications or 

systems. People within organizations who need access to sensitive, confidential, or classified information will need 

the strongest form of authentication - three-factor authentication. This level of authentication will necessitate use of 

passwords, smart cards or tokens, and personal identifiers. Those who need to have rapid access to a particular 

application or system might need to use a smart card or token. A password may be the only authentication needed for 

those with minimal security needs.  

 

From the casual user of the home computer, to businesses, corporations, medical professionals/providers, and 

government, there is a great concern about the security of files, systems, and the ability of technology to protect us 

from unauthorized access. Some areas where we can implement proposed authentication system are listed below: 

1. Biometric Security: Old security methods are simply not strong enough to provide best protection. Biometric 

technology is more accessible than ever before, ready to bring enhanced security and greater convenience to whatever 

needs protecting. Only 2% of human subjects do not have fingerprints that can be reliably measured. And variation in 

the signatures produced by individual is too high. 

2. Border Control/Airports: Border Control and Airport are the key area of application for biometric authentication 

system. Anyone who’s traveled by air can tell you security checkpoints border crossings are some of the most 

frustrating places to have to move through. Thankfully, biometric technology is helping automate the process. 

3. Financial: It can’t be overstated how much biometrics authentication system can benefit financial transactions. With 

recent implementations of mobile and online payments protected by biometrics it’s clear that the security and 

convenience are welcomed by the consumer when it comes to buying goods and those benefits are gradually making 

their way into the higher risk world. So in the financial issues authentication is must. 

4. Physical Access Control: Proposed system provides great physical access control solutions which are stronger 

authentication methods than keys, cards and PINs  because it have its own property, it cannot be lost or stolen. While 

a key can be lost or stolen and used by someone else. So we can use proposed system in such cases where physical 

access control exist. 

5. Time and Attendance: Proposed biometric authentication system will bring efficiency to the workplace by keeping 

better tabs on the employees in a given workforce.  

 

So simply we can say we can used proposed system in all areas where authentication is play vital role like all type of 

offices, banks, hospital, colleges, institute etc to make user authorized. Also we can used it  in above mentioned places 

to maintain employees record, in college and institute for student etc. Concluding all, we  can say proposed system 

provide extra layer of security since it is not depend only on one parameter. We used three parameters which provide 

its more security and only real user is get authenticated. 
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CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed a system which is a real time authentication framework using multi-model biometrics. It consists 

of the embedded system to verify the signatures, fingerprint and key pattern for authentication of user. Proposed 

framework provides a strong user authentication solution. When a high level of security is needed, it is necessary that 

you combine more than authentication factors. Proposed system combines three authentication factors. We combine 

knowledge factors and inherence factors also so that it   have achieved the highest level of security across multiple 

applications and systems. We can used it widely. 
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